




ed for the comparative law experts in this book.

'Thirty years ago J A La Nauze f the canstitutional

described Australia's legal culture and

'titutions as "notably derivative and dependant". His

:":nt is quoted in her essay by Professor Erh-Soon Tay,
.8

or of the collection . Despite the valiant efforts of

--;-{~authors to show the originality of at least certain

developments, the overall impact of reading

,33 chapters of this book is one of discouragement. This

course, the fault of the authors. Painstakingly,

recorded in sketch outline recent, and not so

developments in the area of law chosen as their

It is more a commentary on the origins of the

state and of its legal system. In fact,

.'first chapter (by Marion Pascoe of the New South Wales

l~amentary Counsel'5 Office) bears the shattering news

~~the system of registered land title which we ascribe to

was actually derived from predecessors in Prussia,

and other German States. I had always thought that

!~t'ralian law had come up with at least two good ideas: the

Family Maintenance. I knew

t',',:,Torrens had taken many of his idea from the Merchant;

the system of registered title to British

But now, it seems, the detailed idea was probably

~-pered in his ear by those worthy German settlers

ablishing their farms in the province of South Australia.

much for the nation of legal thinkers and doersl Only TFM

Perhaps even that was borrowed from New Zealand.

format of this collection of essays is simple. Its

';~J,;gin is fUlly explained in Professor Tay's preface.
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temporarily free from the Australian

scene, academics and others take the opportunity every

years to attend the International Congress of

Law. A large number of the participants in this

~olume are academics at the University of Sydney. Indeed,

the volume, supported by the Law Foundation of New South

of the publications for the Centenary of that

'~PSChOOl. Some of the academics come from other Law Schools.

YSome are not attached to Law Faculties at all. But led by

professor Tay, an dcademic.tan t.itula.tre of the Academy,

with its base in Paris, 32 of them trekked to the quadrennial

conference held at the famous McGill University in Montreal

. in cAugust 1990. The McGill conference was the first after

the 1986 conference held in Australia. The reports of that

.9.onference were published as .Law dnd Austra.l.ian .Legd.l

the 19OOs (Sydney, 1986). Professor Tay says

the "encouraging reception within and outside

-~Australia11 to that publication which prompted the decision to

:put together the 32 reports written for the Montreal

conference. To them was added a specially written essay

~n Federal Systems or Systems of Local

- AiJtonomy by Mr Edward Epstein, an Australian now teaching

law at the University of Hong Kong.

As is inevitable in such a diverse collection, some

are outstanding and others of lesser quality. The

of the task accepted by the writers dictates the basic

of most of the essays. These are, after all,

to an international conference on comparative

law designed to provide the raw data by which specialists in

particular areas will get a brief insight into the legal
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